Microscopic simulation of xenon-based optical TPCs in the presence of molecular additives


Abstract

We introduce a simulation framework for the transport of high and low energy electrons in xenon-based optical time projection chambers (OTPCs). The simulation relies on elementary cross sections (electron-atom and electron-molecule) and incorporates, in order to compute the gas scintillation, the reaction/quenching rates (atom-atom and atom-molecule) of the first 41 excited states of xenon and the relevant associated excimers, together with their radiative cascade. The results compare positively with observations made in pure xenon and its mixtures with CO\textsubscript{2} and CF\textsubscript{4} in a range of pressures from 0.1 to 10 bar. This work sheds some light on the elementary processes responsible for the primary and secondary xenon-scintillation mechanisms in the presence of additives, that are of interest to the OTPC technology.
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1. Introduction

Gas-based detectors belonging to the family of optical time projection chambers (or OTPCs, a term coined in [1]) are the workhorse of a number of modern experiments, including those devoted to the study of the 2-proton decay [2], excited Hoyle states [3], neutrino-less double-beta decay [4,5] or ‘directional’ dark matter detection [6,7]. For small systems, OTPCs can presently outperform classical charge-readout TPCs in simplicity and robustness [8–10], but they can as well, in special configurations, significantly enhance the topological [7] or calorimetric [4] information of the event under study. Natural scintillators like TMA, TMAE and TEA were the first to be used for imaging particle tracks in gaseous detectors in the late 80’s [11], however modern OTPCs rely mostly on the scintillation of just three common additives: N₂, CF₄, and Xe, effective either as wavelength-shifters or as the main scintillating gas.

This wealth of applications and increasing interest has not led, apparently, to a comparable effort on the theoretical front. We concentrate in this work on a particularly relevant case: the scintillation of xenon in the presence of molecular additives in amounts capable of beneficially altering the electron swarm dynamics. We do so by resorting to a fully microscopic description of the process, with the aim of elucidating the underlying mechanisms of gaseous scintillation in conditions of practical interest to detector builders.

Microscopic simulations are relevant for particle detectors with optical readout provided their ultimate output are the space-time coordinates of one (or several) photons emitted from each excited seed state, together with the associated ionization electrons. A microscopic approach can minimize pitfalls on assumptions about how the particle’s energy is distributed throughout the observable scintillation spectrum and at which position and time. For the case of xenon, microscopic simulations have been successfully developed during the 80’s for the evaluation of the xenon excimer laser [12–14], and they are nowadays ubiquitous for instance in the study of xenon discharges, when coupled to the hydrodynamic equations [15,16]. It is customary in those cases to focus on the global system response upon an initial ‘macroscopic’ energy release (e.g. an electron gun shot or a plasma ignition). This leads invariably to scenarios approaching conditions of full charge recombination, where electron interactions with highly excited or ionized states play an important role too, as is characteristic of plasmas. None of these conditions apply to particle detectors under standard operation, for which the response to individual particles conveys the primordial information, and interactions take place largely with ground-state neutral species (except for the thermal agitation). Moreover, as it will be shown, the de-excitation pathways can be a priori followed in greater detail in this latter case, by using specific state-to-state quenching rate constants, radiative transition coefficients and eximer formation rates, that are nowadays known to a large degree for the first s, p and d multiplets of xenon.

Two fundamental seeding processes are of importance to particle detectors: i) the bottom-up seeding characteristic of secondary scintillation (e.g. [17]), where thermalized ionization electrons gain energy in an external field and, in the case of xenon, they go on to predominantly populate the lowest lying metastable 1s₂-6s[3/2]₂[³P₂] and resonant 1s₂-6s[3/2]₁[³P₁] atomic excited states; and ii) the top-down seeding characteristic of the excitation created by an energetic primary particle, that typically displays a fairly democratic distribution of excited states followed by a fast radiative and collisional cascade. The results for these two types of seeding are illustrated in Fig. 1 for 30 keV primary electrons.
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To the authors’ knowledge, the first microscopic 3D-simulation of relevance to scintillating gaseous detectors was introduced by Dias and Santos in the 90’s for the computation of secondary scintillation in pure xenon and xenon-neon mixtures [19–21], under the simplifying assumption that any excited state would yield a photon in the xenon second continuum. As it will be shown, under typical conditions this represents a valid proxy with an accuracy higher than 5% and, importantly, it allows neglecting the microphysics of the atomic cascade. An up-to-date and open-source simulation software, including the first 60 excited xenon states, has been recently introduced in [22,23], extending this early work to other noble gases as well as to the infrared scintillation.

The first attempt to include the presence of molecular additives enforced the introduction of 2 and 3-body molecular quenching rates, and some coarse prescription for the cascade, a pioneering work done by Escada et al. in [24]. This spurred subsequent experimental work in [25], during which the limitations of the original simulation approach and the necessity of a more refined treatment started to become apparent.

According to the authors, compute the scintillation in noble gases too. At the moment NEST does not contain, however, the microphysics necessary to predict the scintillation characteristics in the presence of additives. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 2 shows some representative results of the present simulation framework, obtained after the seeding given by Fig. 1: the primary (thick lines) and secondary (thin lines) scintillation characteristics for 30 keV electrons are given.

The present work has been developed within the NEXT quest for enhanced scintillating mixtures, specifically those that can maintain the xenon VUV-scintillation at usable levels while reducing the electron diffusion from 10 mm to the 2 mm scale. The importance of such an asset for an enhanced topological signature in the reconstruction of a hypothetical $\beta\beta$ decay has been recently demonstrated in [27]. Besides introducing (section 2) and benchmarking (section 3) the model, and comparing with recent data (section 4), the basic ingredients behind this technological possibility will be discussed on section 5. A theoretical description of more convoluted approaches akin to the Penning-Fluorescent Xe-TMA TPC described in [28–30] falls outside the considerations of the present work, but will be performed in the future.

2. Methodology

2.1. Electron transport

Electron transport simulations presented in this work rely on the codes Degrad [31] and Garfield++ [32], which are interfaced with the Magboltz electron-atom/molecule cross section database [31]. Garfield++ is optimized for the transport of low energy electrons ($\lesssim 100$ eV) in arbitrary geometries and fields, as is of relevance for engineering gaseous detectors. Degrad makes use of the same set of cross sections extrapolated to high electron energy (MeV scale) by using the Born approximation; currently, it assumes uniform fields and infinite volume. Besides doing the transport, both programs keep track of the population of excited states, that can be used later on as seeds for the computation of the scintillation. The self-field originated by the free charges is not included, therefore any space-charge effect and in particular charge recombination cannot be computed at the moment. According to the measurements performed in [33], for electrons as primaries, this assumption is valid in pure xenon up to 10 bar as long as reduced fields are not much below $E/P = 10$ V/cm/bar.

Recently, the ionization cloud stemming from the transport of energetic electrons and X-rays up to 60 keV has been studied with Degrad through position resolution data for argon and xenon in the range 1-10 bar, showing good agreement [34,35]. The program is benchmarked as well with electron cloud size data from Kobetich and Katz [36], in the range 100eV-1MeV. The computed energy to produce an electron-ion pair $W_f$ and the Fano factor $F$ in xenon...
Fig. 3. Drift velocity ($v_d$) and longitudinal charge spread during 1m-drift ($\sigma_z$) obtained for Xe-CF$_4$ mixtures in the NEXT-DBDM prototype at 10 bar, following the analysis method described in [39]. Lines show simulation results obtained by using the Magboltz cross section database.

are $W_I = 22.5 \pm 0.2$ eV and $F = 0.17$ for electrons above 1 keV, in agreement with present estimates [37,38]. Concerning the transport of low energy ‘swarm’ electrons, the Magboltz database represents the current standard for the electron transport in gaseous detectors. As an example, Fig. 3 provides computed and experimental results obtained by this collaboration for Xe+CF$_4$ mixtures at 10 bar. Comparisons for the case of Xe-TMA mixtures in the range 1-10 bar can be found in [29] and references therein.

The Magboltz database makes use of a subjective evaluation from 1 to 5 in order to indicate how well a given gas is described, yielding for the gases studied here the maximum rating. Electron-xenon cross sections are shown in Fig. 4, once grouped in multiplets and sub-multiplets for clarity. Code versions used are 10.14(Garfield++) and 2.14(Degrad), whose outputs are illustratively depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Drift velocity ($v_d$) and longitudinal charge spread during 1m-drift ($\sigma_z$) obtained for Xe-CF$_4$ mixtures in the NEXT-DBDM prototype at 10 bar, following the analysis method described in [39]. Lines show simulation results obtained by using the Magboltz cross section database.

2.2. Scintillation

In order to simulate the scintillation process, a stand-alone MATLAB-based simulation package was developed. It computes the atomic and excimer cascade by resorting to the Einstein coefficients ($A_{ij}$) of xenon and to the 2- and 3-body quenching rates for the processes Xe$^*+Xe$, Xe$^*+Xe+Xe$, Xe$^*+Xe+M$ and Xe$^*+Xe+M$ (where M represents an additive). Higher order reactions like Xe$^*+M+M$ can be safely neglected for the sub-% concentration regime studied here. We conveniently restricted ourselves in this first version of the simulation code to common additives that display a very high transparency to the xenon 2nd continuum ($CO_2$, $CF_4$, $CH_4$, $CO$, $H_2$, $N_2$) plus common impurities like $O_2$ and $H_2O$.

2.2.1. Atomic cascade

Forty one xenon excited states are included in the simulation, with their corresponding cross sections (Fig. 4). The remaining oscillator strength is assigned to an effective Xe$^{**}$ state, whose population can amount to up to 18% of

Fig. 5. Left: trajectory of a single ionization electron (black line) together with the positions of the 1s$_4$ and 1s$_5$ Xe states (circles) and high lying ones (squares), computed with Garfield++. The electron is assumed to be thermalized at the initial position, and it traverses 5 mm gas gap at 10 bar and E/P=2.5 kV/cm/bar. Right: high energy electron (2.4 MeV) at E/P=50 V/cm/bar and 10 bar, computed with Degrad, with spheres being proportional to the density of excited states at each position. Electrons were released in both cases from the top of the figure.
the excited states responsible for the primary scintillation. Once the populations of all states have been determined during electron transport (section 2.1), the radiative and collisional atomic cascade proceeds. De-excitation through 2-body reactions with ground-state atoms is the dominant cascade mechanism above some 10’s of mbar in xenon; the involved rate constants have been measured for instance in [40–45]. Information about the end-states resulting from such binary encounters is partly available from those works, in particular for the 1s orbitals, eight of the ten states in the 2p multiplet, three states in 3p_{10−5} and one in 3d. In the absence of state-to-state measurements for the same multiplet, intra-multiplet maximal mixing with detailed balance can be used [41]. A full inter-multiplet coupling was assumed for the 3d-4d multiplets, by analogy with the 2p-3p case [44]. In the few cases where the global information about the quenching rates was missing (2s and Xe^∗∗ states) values were taken from the average of the 3d and 3p states, and from the 3p states alone, respectively.

Three-body collisions become important for the 1s_{4}, 1s_{5} [46] and 2p_{5} [47] states already above 100 mbar. Due to their role as gateways for the VUV and IR excimer emission, the ensuing pathways are discussed separately in the next section.

The state-to-state radiative transition probabilities A_{ij} were obtained from experimental data when available [40,43,48–50] but, fundamentally, from the theoretical survey of Aymar and Coulombe [51] and the recent theoretical compilation of Dasgupta [52], that compare favourably with known values, at the level of 20% or better. The width of the atomic transitions includes the natural width, the Doppler and collisional broadening, although for convenience a 1 nm measurement resolution has been assumed throughout this work. For resonant states strongly coupled to the ground state an effective increase of the state lifetime according to Holstein theory must be used [53]. The number of emission-absorption cycles for the cm-scale gas cells discussed in this work is n_H ~ 1000 [54]. In the pressure range studied here the practical contribution from such decays represents a %-effect at most, in particular for the 1s_{4} state and at the lowest pressure considered (0.1 bar).

Lastly, it is necessary to include a prescription on how the d and p multiplets are coupled, so that the cascade of the d-states can proceed down to the ground state within realistic times. Following [42], we assume that 2d_{5} is fully coupled to 2p_{5}. A similar prescription is needed for the effective state Xe^∗∗, that we couple directly to the highest atomic state explicitly considered (4d_{2}). Table A.1 lists the atomic reaction rates employed while table A.2 gives the matrix of the most relevant state-to-state probabilities.

From the above discussion and the numbers in table A.1 it becomes clear that discrete emissions from the atomic cascade are very unlikely above 1 bar in xenon, at the 1-2% level and dominated by 2p_{10−5} transitions (800-1100 nm). Their time scale is set to:

$$\tau^* \simeq \frac{\tau}{1 + \tau K_2} = 0.1-1\text{ns (P} \geq 1\text{ bar)}$$ (1)

where \(\tau^*\) indicates the effective life-time of a state, \(\tau \equiv \tau_i = (\sum_j A_{ij})^{-1}\) represents its natural lifetime and \(K_2\) its 2-body quenching rate (\(\tau K_2 \simeq 100-1000\) above 1 bar). For particle detectors this observation qualitatively anticipates the dominance of excimer emissions over atomic ones, in the case of xenon.

2.2.2. Excimer cascade

The three most intense xenon ‘continuous’ emissions in the range 100-1500 nm have been identified long ago and can be found described for instance in the works of Moutard [46], Borghesani [55], and references therein. We will refer to these emissions as 1^st, 2^nd and IR continuum. Evidence for a UV continuum in the 300nm range has been found for α particles in [56] and attributed to excimers formed starting from Xe^∗∗ states and decaying to the dissociative A_{1g}/0^g state.\footnote{We follow here the usual notation for the closely bound molecules (Hund’s case a) and for the far bound molecules (Hund’s case c). For details, see caption of table A.3 and [57].} The effect has been included here for completeness, together with parameters from the authors. However the accuracy of the simulations depends critically on the extent to which the effective Xe^∗∗ state assumed in that work and the one here behave similarly, therefore results in that region should be taken with care at the moment.

![Fig. 6. Xenon pathways leading to the emission in the 1st and 2nd continuum as obtained in [46] for pure xenon (numerical values and additional references are given in table A.3). Bottom-up or top-down probabilities of populating the 1s_{4} and 1s_{5} states are indicated with dashed arrows. Additional pathways arising from the presence of additives are labeled with ‘(M)’ ([58], [59]). Potential curves and vibrational levels are artistic, scale is approximate. (The X and A letters usually prepended to the molecular states’ labels, as well as the n’ index prepended to the atomic states, have been omitted in the figure for clarity.)](image-url)

For the case of the VUV continua, the excimers relevant to the emission are known to be A_{0u}^v, A_{1u}/0^v_0 (1st continuum) and the singlet and triplet AΣ_u states (2nd continuum). The generally accepted pathways are indicated
in Fig. 6 and can be found in pure xenon for instance in [46], or more recently in [61]. Thin arrows have been used to indicate 2-body reactions and thick arrows indicate 3-body reactions as well as decays. To the standard pathways assumed for pure xenon there have been added the ones enabled in the presence of additives, in particular the 3-body quenching rates measured by Wojchechovski in [58]. They have been tagged with ‘(M)’ and are introduced in the next sub-section. The probabilities to populate the 1s\(_5\) and 1s\(_4\) states either from cascade or electron impact are indicated by dashed arrows. They depend entirely on the seeding mechanism and can be thus obtained after performing the electron transport and computing the cascade. Numerical values for the parameters determining the xenon VUV-continuum as from Fig. 6 are given in table A.3.

Based on detailed calculations, Borghesani et al. have recently suggested that the 2p\(_5\) state could be a precursor of the IR continuum observed at around 1250nm both for the primary scintillation of 60keV electrons [55] and \(\alpha\) particles [60]. Although no dedicated experiment has been performed to assert this, the quantitative spectral agreement reported in [55] remains compelling. On the other hand, the high relative importance of 3-body reactions for the quenching of the 2p\(_5\)-state (table A.2) hints at a mechanism analogous to that for the low-lying s-states being at play, with a third body stabilizing a newly formed excimer. Hence, as proposed in [55], a diagram analogous to the one for the VUV continua has been assumed, and we take a lifetime of \(\tau = 1\) ns for the 2p\(_5\)-associated excimers (decaying to the dissociative A\(_1\)g/0\(_g^-\) state), neglecting quenching. \(^8\)

An effective excimer lifetime significantly larger than 1 ns for pressures above 2 bar would contradict indeed earlier measurements performed for 2p\(_5\) selective excitation (see next section).

The shape of the emission continua changes mildly with pressure by up to 10-20% in the range 0.1-10 bar ([55], [61]). Due to the difficulty at realizing a global model that includes this effect through a microscopic picture, and its a priori small technological importance, the continua have been parameterized by pressure-independent Gaussians. Their widths (full width half maximum) are taken to be 4 and 10 nm (1\(^\text{st}\) continuum), 12 nm (2\(^\text{nd}\) continuum), 100 nm (IR and UV continua), centered around 150nm, 170nm and 1250nm, respectively [61,62,55,56]. The evolution of the atomic and molecular cascade in pure xenon is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the case of selective seeding of the 2p\(_{10}\) state.

\(^8\) It is difficult to extract absolute yields (and thus assessing quenching) from electron gun measurements. According to [63], yields exhibit a transient behavior, dropping by about a factor x1/2 after 2h. This is presumably due to carbonaceous debris emitted from the entrance window. For data taken in reasonably short sequence the IR yield dropped by only 25% when the pressure raised from 1 to 10 bar [63].

2.2.3. Molecular additives

In pure xenon, the scintillation from 1s\(_4\), 1s\(_5\) and associated excimers is virtually unquenchable through collisions with xenon itself (Fig. 6), thus leading to a strong pressure-independence of the scintillation energy spectra above few 100’s of mbar. However once a molecular additive is present, quenching rates usually at the scale of the solid sphere model are everywhere enabled, drastically changing the picture. Rates for 2-body collisions with additives can be found for low lying states mostly in [59], and in [45,64] for the high lying ones. By denoting as \(f\) the additive concentration, one finds for instance 2-body quenching rates \(K_2 = 11.1f, 12.8f, 18.8f\) [ns\(^{-1}\)] for the 1s\(_5\), 1s\(_4\) and 1s\(_2\) states in case of CO\(_2\) at 1 bar. Already from the s\(_2\)-state quenching rates and after inspection of table A.1 it becomes clear that, for the sub-% additive admixtures studied in this work, the atomic cascade of high lying xenon excited states proceeds via radiative and collisional de-excitation with xenon itself. This is fortunate because the quenching rates of high lying states are also much less well known in the case of additives. They have been estimated here by analogy with similar molecules and states, for which the quenching of higher order p and d-multiplets have been measured, e.g., CH\(_4\) and CF\(_4\). Variations from molecule to molecule are typically within factors of x2-3, insufficient in any case to substantially modify the cascade dynamics for the sub-% concentrations discussed here.

There is scarce information about the end-states in case of energy transfers to molecular additives, so we follow the conventional wisdom that the excitation energy is fully transferred, bringing the noble gas to the ground state [45]. The resulting CO\(_2\) and CH\(_4\) excited states and fragments are expected to be weak scintillators at typical operating conditions in gaseous detectors [65–68], while for CF\(_4\) the associated scintillation [69] has been neglected due...
to the small concentrations discussed (at the level of 50-300ppm). So, in general, it has been assumed as a proxy in simulations that additives do not lead to a sizeable re-emission in the studied range between 100 nm and 1500 nm. For the comparison with present data the quantum efficiency of the light-sensors used is actually limited to a much shorter range: 150-600nm at most.

Two last physical processes must be separately discussed: (i) Collisions between xenon atoms and additives via 3-body encounters, a process indirectly measured by Wojczechowski in a series of works performed on the 1s4 state [58]. Although no detailed information about the end-state was given, we adopt as the default scenario the one qualitatively discussed there (as well as in [70]), where additives help at stabilizing the xenon excimer (Fig. 6, curved blue arrows). For high lying states, 3-body collisions with additives have been assumed to scale as the ratio of the 3-body/2-body collision rates measured in pure xenon, although this assumption has no influence on the results presented here:

\[ K_{3(M)} = \frac{K_3}{K_2} K_{2(M)} \]  
(2)  

Rate constants in eq. 2 refer to the same state. (ii) Collisions between xenon excimers and additives. Since the rates for these processes are not known for xenon, we resort to the values measured for the associated atomic states, according to the observations made for instance for Ar* and Ar^2 in the case of CO₂, CH₄ and several other additives in [71].

The main uncertainties for a reliable prediction of the scintillation of doped xenon can be a priori expected from the last two processes (i.e., the nature of 3-body reactions with additives and the excimer quenching), so different extreme situations are evaluated in section 5, and their agreement with present data discussed.

3. Scintillation in pure xenon and comparison with data

3.1. Time spectra

The time characteristics of the xenon 2nd continuum have been benchmarked with data taken via selective excitation of the 1s₂, 2p₀ and 2p₅ states in the pressure range 0.1-15 bar in [46], for reasons that will become clear soon. Although those measurements were made before the 2p₅ state had been conjectured as a precursor of the IR-continuum, they can be nowadays used to constrain some of the parameters involved: e.g., a reasonable agreement between data (thick red lines) and simulations (dots) in Fig. 8 requires the effective lifetime \( \tau^* \) of the 2p₅-associated excimers to be below 2 ns for pressures above 2 bar.

It is important to note that, in simulation, the spectrum arising from the selective excitation of the 2p₅-state (dots) resembles very closely the one from 30 keV electron impact (thin lines) despite the former being, naturally, slightly faster. A similar situation can be observed for the electroluminescence spectrum (see for instance Fig. 2-up). This approximate universal behaviour supports our benchmarking case because the 2p₅ selective excitation experiment in [46] was made to be recombination-free, contrary to experiments dealing with intense electron guns, that can show an artificially slower (or faster) time evolution depending on the density conditions (e.g. [12]). The effect is illustrated through Fig. 9, where a comparison of different experimental situations at number densities around \( N = 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) is performed.  

Fig. 8. Time spectra for the xenon 2nd continuum (155nm < \( \lambda \) < 195nm) obtained at different pressures (\( T = 20^\circ \text{C} \)) and for different seeding mechanisms. Dots show the results from simulations of the selective excitation process of the 2p₅ state, that is compared with data ([46]) at 2.5 and 7 bar (red thick lines). Results from the simulated scintillation spectra for 30 keV electrons are super-imposed for comparison (green thin lines).

The closeness between the temporal features observed for selective excitation of the 2p₅ state and for primary scintillation can be easily understood. Simulations show that, for energetic electrons (keV-MeV scale), around 50% of the populated states are above 2p₅, and the characteristic time that it takes for the cascade to reach that atomic level is of the order of 1 ns above 1 bar. This is much shorter than the time constants of the singlet and triplet states, which dominate the scintillation process in that pressure regime

\[ ^9 \text{Measurements for } \alpha\text{-particles in similar density conditions have been performed in [68], displaying a spectrum compatible with the one shown in Fig. 9, except for the presence of recombination light at the 10's of } \mu \text{s scale.} \]
for a xenon density around \( N < \lambda < 10 \) 

The lifetimes of the singlet and triplet states:

**Fig. 9.** Time profiles corresponding to the primary scintillation of electrons, obtained in data and in simulation (155nm < \( \lambda < 195\)nm) for a xenon density around \( N = 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). Simulations are represented by thin lines and the recent measurements of Murayama and Nakamura [72] are overlaid as dashed lines. The thick line shows the measurements by Koehler [62], with an electron gun. In the experimental cases, the fitting functions provided by the authors have been used. It must be noted that, in simulation, the time profile is insensitive to the energy of the electron in the range given above.

\( (\tau_{1\Sigma} = 4.5 \text{ ns}, \tau_{3\Sigma} = 100 \text{ ns}) \). For pressures below 1 bar on the other hand the cascade becomes slower and quickly exceeds the shortest excimer time constant. The excimer formation rates become however the relevant time constants in those conditions, decreasing quadratically with pressure. The effect of the cascade duration is again diluted. Finally, provided the contribution of additional excimers above the 2p5 level is small according to existing experimental evidence, it can be concluded that the time and spectral distributions for 2p5 selective excitation and for the scintillation upon the impact of energetic electrons should be very similar.

The above discussion on time constants can be better quantified by noting that below 0.8 bar the temporal spectrum is fitted well by a single component with corresponding rise and fall times (determined largely by the excimer formation rate and the lifetime of the triplet state), whereas spectra above 2 bar require of two components with two different fall times, each asymptotically approaching the life-time of the singlet and triplet states:

\[
\frac{dN_2}{dt}\bigg|_{2\text{nd}} = ae^{-t/\tau_{ff}} - be^{-t/\tau_s}, \quad (P \lesssim 0.8 \text{ bar}) \quad (3)
\]

\[
\frac{dN_2}{dt}\bigg|_{2\text{nd}} = ae^{-t/\tau_{f,fast}} + be^{-t/\tau_{f,slow}}, \quad (P \gtrsim 2.5 \text{ bar}) \quad (4)
\]

with \( a, b \) being defined positive. In the region around 1 bar a fit with 8 time constants would be needed, becoming unstable. At high pressure on the other hand, the time spectra becomes a perfect double-exponential, with: \( \tau_{f,fast} = \tau_{1\Sigma}, \tau_{f,slow} = \tau_{3\Sigma} \). Below 1 bar, the comparison between data and simulation can be more readily performed by plotting the \( t_f \) and \( t_s \) values resulting from the fit, as shown in Fig. 10.  

\[ \text{Fig. 10. Experimental ([46]) rise and fall-time constants of the xenon 2nd continuum below 1 bar and comparison with simulation, for the case of selective excitation of the 1s2, 2p5 and 2p3 states. Measurements are considered jointly in the experimental series. In simulation, no significant difference is observed for either case, so the 2p5 is chosen for simplicity as the seed state.} \]

The description of the time spectra below 1 bar is rather sensitive to the assumptions on the 3-body reactions \( K_{s4\rightarrow o_u} \) and \( K_{s5\rightarrow 1_u} \) (Fig. 6). At the same time, while the value chosen for \( K_{s4\rightarrow o_u} \) is well within the commonly accepted values, \( K_{s5\rightarrow 1_u} \) differs by a factor \( \times 2-3 \) relative to other estimates [61], (Table A.3). Indeed, a better description of the experimental spectra would require \( K_{s4\rightarrow o_u} \) to be about 20% smaller than its presently assumed value. This discrepancy at low pressure is likely to be attributed to the complex spectral mixing between the 1st and 2nd continuum taking place precisely in the wavelength region where the quartz window used in [46] has a cutoff [61]. We plan to revise these assumptions more critically in the future, but we keep them here in order to maintain the phenomenological value of the simulations. On the other hand, for pressures of 1 bar or above, the assumptions on \( K_{s4\rightarrow o_u} \) and \( K_{s5\rightarrow 1_u} \) have an impact on the light yield in the 2nd continuum below 5%.

### 3.2. Yields

Information about xenon scintillation yields of individual charged particles in the absence of recombination is scarce, and values for the average energy to create a photon vary in the range \( W_{xc} = 30-120\text{eV} \) (Fig. 11). Most of the measurements in the literature refer to the VUV region, except for the IR measurements performed in [60]. As shown in [73], recombination light amounts at most to 10% of the total scintillation light observed for \( \alpha \) particles at 10 bar, as long as \( E/P > 30 \text{ V/cm/bar} \). For electrons and X-rays inconsistent with the \( t_f \) and \( t_s \) analysis reported by the same authors, as well as with the results obtained here, so it has been omitted. A good agreement is obtained if the pressure is assumed to be 0.4bar instead of the reported 0.5bar.

---

\[ \text{Table A.3.} \]
the effect is even smaller [33]. In those conditions, the average energy to create a VUV photon in xenon depends just on the population of excited states, \( N_{\text{ex}} \), that are directly promoted by the impinging particle (of energy \( \varepsilon \)):

\[
W_{\text{sc,VUV}} \equiv \frac{\varepsilon}{N_{\gamma}} \approx \frac{\varepsilon}{N_{\text{ex}}}
\]  

(5)

This relation is exact in simulation, stemming from the fact that any excited state cascades down to one of the VUV-precursors, and so the number of photons, \( N_{\gamma} \), satisfies \( N_{\gamma}/N_{\text{ex}} = 1 \) in pure xenon. A world-compilation of \( W_{\text{sc,VUV}} \) values obtained under fields at the scale of 30 V/cm/bar or higher is given in Fig. 11, together with the results from the simulation described in text (thick line). Dashed lines show the calculation of Eckstrom et al. [13]. For higher realism, simulations consider emission in the second continuum window (155nm < \( \lambda < 195\)nm), that leads to a small increase of \( W_{\text{sc,VUV}} \) at low pressure due to competition from the 1st continuum.

This world-compilation of \( W_{\text{sc,VUV}} \) in pure xenon (average energy to produce a VUV photon) in the absence of charge recombination. Data corresponds to Fernandes [74] (circles), Renner (this collaboration) [27] (diamond), Parsons [75] (star), do Carmo [76] (square), Serra (this collaboration) [73] (down-triangle), Mimura [77] (up-triangle) and Saito [78] (thin lines). The calculation of Eckstrom for electrons [13] is indicated by a thick dashed line, whereas the thick line represents the simulation described in this work. \( T \approx 20^\circ\)C in all cases.

It is clear from Fig. 11 that values for \( W_{\text{sc,VUV}} \) tend to be systematically higher for X-rays, \( \gamma \)-rays and electrons (nearly a factor 2) compared to values measured for \( \alpha \) particles. As experimentally observed, the simulation results depend just mildly on pressure, and they indicate as well a very similar response to either X-rays, \( \gamma \)-rays or electrons. Notwithstanding this, the region of \( W_{\text{sc}} \)-values corresponding to \( \alpha \) particles (\( \sim 40\)eV) is clearly favoured in simulation, in detriment of the lepton band (\( \sim 70\)eV).

It should be noted that measurements done with X-rays rely on a very faint light signal, and special analysis techniques are needed, all suffering from the absence of a clear energy peak. Measurements performed by this collaboration in [27] are an exception, due to the high \( \gamma \)-ray energy used, however the relatively large error bars do not allow an unambiguous conclusion (diamond). At the same time, the normalization of the secondary scintillation is reproduced in simulation within a 5-10\% accuracy (see next section), so if the larger experimental values are assumed to be correct, the discrepancy between data and simulations should be attributed to a deficient high energy extrapolation of the elementary cross-sections used in Degrad. At any rate, future theoretical and experimental work should aim at clarifying the difference between electron and \( \alpha \) particle excitation, in order to either explain or exclude this deviation.

The present simulation code can be used to obtain a value for the near infra-red scintillation (700nm < \( \lambda < 1500\)nm), yielding \( W_{\text{sc,IR}} = 86 \) eV at 2.5bar, to be compared with the measured value \( W_{\text{sc,IR}} \lesssim 48 \pm 7 \) eV obtained in [60] for \( \alpha \) particles.

4. Scintillation in doped xenon and comparison with data

To the authors knowledge, there is no systematic study of the scintillation time constants for xenon gas in the presence of additives, namely, obtained under conditions typical of particle detectors’ operation. We will concentrate therefore on the overall light yield and its dependence with field and pressure, together with the fluctuations of the scintillation process. The time spectrum is later shown as a prediction (section 5).

4.1. Yields

Secondary scintillation for pure xenon and for xenon doped with CO\(_2\) has been measured recently at around 1 bar in [79] and [80], respectively, while the full pressure range up to 10bar was covered in [81]. Concentrations were calibrated and monitored with the help of a residual gas analyzer (RGA), their uncertainty found to be at the 100 ppm level, typically. We present here as well data taken with the NEXT-DBDM demonstrator [39] for CF\(_4\) admixtures at 10 bar, both for primary and secondary scintillation. This gives an impression about the ability of the present simulations to extrapolate to high pressure as well as to the primary scintillation. Such data were taken without RGA, by relying on pre-mixed amounts. Unlike CO\(_2\), we have observed that CF\(_4\) shows generally a small reactivity with cold gas getters and, besides, the swarm characteristics were found to be in agreement with the expectation from simulations (Fig. 3).

The optimal concentration necessary to reduce diffusion in xenon from 10 mm to the nm-scale required to significantly enhance pattern-recognition in a \( \beta\beta\) neutrino experiment is found, with the help of Magboltz, to be in the range of admixtures of 0.05-0.1\% for CO\(_2\) and 0.01-0.02\% for CF\(_4\). With such concentrations, and in the range of drift
fields E/P = 20-30 V/cm/bar, the characteristic size of the charge-diffusion ellipsoid is estimated to be:

$$\sigma_{3D} = \sqrt[3]{\sigma_x \sigma_y \sigma_z} \simeq 2.5 \text{ mm} \sqrt{\frac{10 \text{ bar}}{P}} \quad \text{(after 1 m drift)}$$

(6)

Present efforts focus therefore on those concentrations. A comparison between experimental data and simulations in the wavelength range 150-600 nm for both CO$_2$ and CF$_4$ mixtures is given in Figs. 12, in which the secondary scintillation yields are plotted for various additive concentrations and fields. A general agreement is found in the CO$_2$ case, deviating up to 30% for the highest concentration, while CF$_4$ yields are systematically over-estimated in simulation by about 10%. For a deeper understanding of the situation, it is useful at this point to separate the effects coming from electron transport from those coming from the scintillation process, provided they are fully uncorrelated. We studied for that the ratio of photons in the 2$^\text{nd}$ continuum ($N_\gamma$) relative to the number of excited states obtained in simulation ($N_{ex}$), a ratio that we conveniently refer to as the ‘scintillation probability’, $P_{\text{scin}}$. They are represented by continuous and dashed lines in Figs. 12, respectively. The scintillation probability is complementary to the quenching probability for VUV-scintillation ($P_Q$):

$$P_{\text{scin}} = 1 - P_Q = \frac{N_\gamma}{N_{ex}}$$

(7)

For pressures above 1 bar, scintillation in the 2$^\text{nd}$ continuum follows in simulation from any primary excited state, with a probability of 97% or more, thus $P_{\text{scin}} \geq 0.97$ for pure xenon. Quite naturally, the value for $P_{\text{scin}}$ in the presence of additives must depend only on the scintillation process, as long as a reasonable estimate exists for $N_{ex}$. That value can be obtained directly from transport. The numerator $N_\gamma$ on the other hand can be evaluated both from data and simulation. To simplify the discussion it should be noted that, provided 1s$_4$ and 1s$_5$ populations depend little on the field, and the scintillation mechanism is similar for either atomic state, $P_{\text{scin}}$ is nearly field-independent in simulation. Moreover, as previously argued, the rather fast nature of the cascade process makes any higher lying Xe$^*$ state rather immune to the presence of additives, so $P_{\text{scin}}$ proves a useful measure of the available scintillation, either primary or secondary.

But how well can $N_{ex}$ be known and $P_{\text{scin}}$ reliably estimated from data? An indirect assessment of the quality of transport can be extracted by realizing that electroluminescence is a linear process, and this behaviour is not strongly altered in the presence of additives. By fitting the observed trends in Fig. 12 to straight lines it is possible to obtain the minimum field required for the gas to scintillate, $E_{th}$, that corresponds to the situation for which the electron characteristic energy is such that 1s$_4$ and 1s$_5$ promotion becomes sufficiently likely. The additional electron cooling introduced by the presence of the additive shifts the threshold field to higher values compared to pure xenon, in good agreement with simulation (Figs. 13-left). The strongest effect takes place both in experiment and in simulation precisely for the concentration ranges where the cooling is expected to produce a sizeable suppression of the TPC diffusion according to relation 6.

Complementary to $E_{th}$, the scintillation probability is given on Figs. 13-right. $P_{\text{scin}}$ is obtained directly from the ratio of the slopes of the $N_{ex}$ vs $E/P$ and $N_\gamma$ vs $E/P$ linear trends. It has been normalized to the scintillation probability in pure xenon (re-labeled as $P_{\text{scin}}^0$), that is hence defined as 1 by convention. This normalization should not perturb the reader, as it represents a 3% correction at most, however it helps at representation since it factors out a small discrepancy at the 5% level between the slopes observed for pure xenon in data and simulation. This discrepancy is simply added to the experimental error bars. As shown later, $P_{\text{scin}}$ allows for a convenient analytical expression,
that compares accurately with the results from the full simulation (Fig. 13-right, continuous lines).

The experimental behaviour of the scintillation probability for Xe-CO$_2$ mixtures shown in Fig. 13 clearly follows a simple quenching relation as a function of the additive concentration $f$, like $\sim 1/(1 + \tau K_2 f)$. A direct fit, if naively assuming that $\tau = \tau_{3g}$, yields a two body quenching rate $K_2 = 12.7 \pm 1.1$ ns$^{-1}$ ($K_2 = 11.2 \pm 1.0$ ns$^{-1}$ at 1 bar), in excellent agreement with the expected value for the xenon triplet state: $K_{Q,3\Sigma(M)} = 11.12$ ns$^{-1}$ (table A.3). A detailed analysis of the contributions (see next section) shows that this is indeed the dominant process near atmospheric pressure, as intuitively expected. This is also the case for Xe-CF$_4$ mixtures, however the anomalous quenching rate of this molecule ($K_{Q,3\Sigma(M)} = 0.074$ ns$^{-1}$ at 10 bar, [59]) renders a nearly flat behaviour, with a product $\tau_{3g} \times K_{Q,3\Sigma(M)} \times f$ extrapolating to a 0.3% scintillation drop in the range displayed in Fig. 13. This observation is consistent, too, with the absence of any measurable effect on the primary scintillation yields in the same conditions (diamonds).

4.2. Light fluctuations

The fluctuations of the light production process can be conveniently described by studying the relative standard deviation squared, that we name ‘Q-factor’ [24,25]:

$$Q = \frac{\sigma^2_{m_2}}{m_2^2} \quad (8)$$

where $m_2$ refers to the number of photons per primary electron (equivalently, the optical gain). $Q$ can be decomposed in 3 main contributions: the fluctuations in the number of excited states that are precursors to scintillation, the fluctuations in the quenching process, and the fluctuations due to electron losses (e.g., attachment):

$$Q = Q_{ex} + Q_{scin} + Q_{att} \quad (9)$$

Once the intrinsic calorimetric response of a TPC needs to be evaluated for contained events, $Q$ adds linearly to the Fano factor $F$, in similar fashion to the multiplication statistics of a charge-amplification device $f_d$ [82,83]. The main difference is that, while $f_d$ is within 3-6 times bigger than the Fano factor in the case of xenon mixtures, $Q$ can be just 10% of it, or even less. Because of that, the experimental extraction of $Q$ has been rather elusive so far. The last term in eq. 9 can achieve however measurable values in the presence of additives albeit, as demonstrated in [80], with a fairly large experimental uncertainty (Fig. 14). As shown in appendix C, this term is well approximated in the limit of small attachment by a simple analytical formula, whereas $Q_{scin}$ admits a direct derivation from the associated binomial probability distribution:

$$Q_{att} \approx \frac{1}{3} \eta g$$
$$Q_{scin} = \frac{1}{m_2} P_{scin}(1 - P_{scin}) \quad (11)$$

The attachment coefficient has been indicated as $\eta$ and $g$ is the electroluminescence gap. The contribution from $Q_{scin}$ is generally negligible for high light yields, as is the case here. The comparison with data shown in Fig. 14 indicates that, indeed, at the fields characteristic of secondary scintillation, the dissociative attachment of CO$_2$ has a central role in the $Q$-factor of the admixtures, thus increasing with concentration in an approximate linear fashion. This is not at all the case for CH$_4$, for instance, as it will be shown elsewhere. The analytical expression for $Q_{att}$ with $\eta$ evaluated directly from Magboltz is overlaid in Fig. 14 (green lines).

It is worth noting that the impact of electron attachment on the light yield produces a relatively mild dependence as $m_2 \rightarrow (1 - \frac{1}{3} \eta g)m_2$, so a $Q$-factor exceeding $F$ by a factor as high as $\times 3$ would in turn reduce the light yield in a very modest $\sim 60%$. Clearly, in the case of Xe-
CO₂ admixtures the main cause of light loss is quenching (Fig. 13 up-right), and the main source of light fluctuations is dissociative attachment (Fig. 14).

5. Pressure dependence and model uncertainties

5.1. High pressure behavior

The scintillation probability ($P_{\text{scin}}$) for the xenon second continuum, following the pathway diagram in Fig. 6 has an analytical solution as (Appendix B):

$$P_{\text{scin,s}} = P_{\text{pop,su}} \cdot P_{\text{s4} \rightarrow \text{o4}} \times$$

$$P_{\text{cool,0u}} \cdot P_{\text{rad,1} \Sigma} + P_{\text{o4} \rightarrow \text{s5}} \cdot P_{\text{s5} \rightarrow 1_u} \cdot P_{\text{cool,1}u} \cdot P_{\text{rad,2} \Sigma}$$

(12)

$$P_{\text{scin,s5}} = P_{\text{pop,su}} \cdot P_{\text{s5} \rightarrow 1_u} \cdot P_{\text{cool,1}u} \cdot P_{\text{rad,2} \Sigma}$$

(13)

with $P_{\text{scin}} = P_{\text{scin,s4}} + P_{\text{scin,s5}}$. Reading the second equation from left-right we find the probability of populating the atomic state, the probability that the atomic state ends forming a far-bound excimer, the probability that it forms a close-bound excimer, and the probability that such an excimer decays. The first line contains an additional prefactor to account for the probability that the far-bound excimer is dissociated. These probabilities can be exactly computed starting from the reaction rates given in Fig. 6 and tabulated in table A.3, and have been plotted in Fig. 15 (see Appendix B). A convenient approximation can be obtained by observing that all but the radiative probabilities are little dependent on the additive concentration for the ranges of practical interest (sub-%), except for a small 10% effect. By further adopting $P_{\text{pop,su}} \sim P_{\text{pop,su}} = 0.5$ (a reasonable approximation according to simulation) the scintillation probability reads:

$$P_{\text{scin}} \approx \frac{F_1}{1 + f \cdot n \cdot \tau_{\Sigma} \cdot K_{Q,\Sigma}^1} + \frac{F_3}{1 + f \cdot n \cdot \tau_{\Sigma} \cdot K_{Q,\Sigma}^3}$$

(14)

with $f$ being as before the additive concentration, and $n = P/P_o$ the pressure relative to $P_o = 1$ bar ($T = 20^\circ$C). The constants can be shown to be $F_1 \approx 0.1$ and $F_3 \approx 0.9$.

It is thus not surprising that the triplet state dominates the scintillation properties, provided it is both slower and more efficiently populated than its singlet counterpart. This fact makes good the expression ‘triplet dominance model’ (TDM) for referring to the experimental situation around atmospheric pressure. At 10 bar the singlet and triplet contribution become comparable, anticipating an additional ×2.5 decrease of the light yield for CO₂ mixtures in the region of interest for NEXT, compared to 1 bar.

When looking at the simulated time characteristics of the scintillation (Fig. 16) it can be seen how the contribution from the tail of the triplet state virtually disappears at high additive concentrations, while the rise-time becomes faster, due to the assistance of 3-body collisions with the additive.

Light fluctuations show a dependence with pressure, as well, given by:

$$Q_{\text{att}} \approx \frac{n}{3} \eta(E/p)g$$

(15)

an expression that inherits the $P$-scaling of the attachment coefficient in Magboltz. Since the gap used for the CO₂ measurements conveyed here is 5 times bigger than the canonical ∼5mm gap of the NEXT experiment, the $Q$-factor will nearly double at 10 bar relative to the value plotted in Fig. 14. For concentrations in the range 0.05 – 0.1% this implies doubling the Fano factor, at most.
describing CH4 scintillation data (that will be presented elsewhere), and it ignores the fact that the experimental scintillation yields can be described by a simple quenching relation (Occam’s razor).

5.2. Model ambiguities and uncertainties

Although the proposed simulation framework makes use of sensible assumptions, the end-states of the 3-body collisions with additives as well as the quenching rates of the excimer remain unknown. We have relaxed those assumptions and studied several extreme possibilities by combining the following approximations, namely: i) 3-body collisions with additives leading to full atomic quenching instead of excimer formation, ii) absence of excimer quenching and iii) 3-body collision with additives being much smaller than previously measured. Surprisingly, two such models describe Xe-CO2 scintillation data better than the default model used in text (Model I):

- Model II: 3-body collisions with additive are neglected.
- Model III: 3-body collisions with additive bring the atom to ground state but excimer quenching can be neglected (the scenario previously assumed in [24]).

Both are shown in Fig. 17, together with the default model used in text. Other combinations of assumptions i), ii) and iii) lead to either too high or too low scintillation. We describe briefly the implications.

Model III is certainly plausible, but it does not agree with earlier observations of 3-body reactions with additives accelerating excimer formation as well as the fact that atomic quenching and excimer quenching are similar for the case of argon mixtures, and it would be surprising if the latter will just become negligible for xenon. Interestingly, due to the absence of excimer quenching, the model exhibits nearly no dependence with pressure, and the time spectrum keeps its shape (contrary to Fig.16). Therefore in the presence of some (even coarse) timing information this model could be easily validated/rejected experimentally. There are two additional shortcomings of model III: it is not capable of describing CH4 scintillation data (that will be presented

Much more compelling is the fact that a perfect agreement is found if 3-body collisions with the additive are neglected (model III). It turns out that such collisions are also not necessary to describe CF4 and CH4 scintillation data (and, even if included, they represent a small correction). The phenomenological power behind this observation is evident: if 3-body reactions with the additive are in general not essential to describe the quenching mechanisms in xenon-based mixtures, the simple approximation sketched in eq. 14 would allow to describe their scintillation characteristics, by relying on parameters that are often well measured in literature. The predictive power would then depend on the extent to which the atomic and excimer quenching rates are similar, something that has been verified for a number of Ar mixtures. Given the slightly different dissociation energies of atoms and excimers, such a behaviour cannot be expected to be completely universal, though.

As a conclusion, an experimental compromise seems to exist for a ×(10mm/2.5mm)3 reduced diffusion at 10bar in Xe-CO2 and Xe-CF4 mixtures as compared to pure xenon, while keeping the scintillation levels at about ~1/5 relative to those of pure xenon, in the worst case. For CO2-mixtures, the Q-factor stemming from the intrinsic fluctuations in the scintillation process will at most double the Fano factor. Based on the NEXT geometry and PMTs response this improvement is encouraging, with clear potential to keep the energy resolution at the level of 0.5% at Q33, if it is not dominated by systematic effects. A comprehensive work on these and other practical considerations will follow once the experimental campaign is finished.
6. Discussion: TDM on the light of previous results

Systematic measurements of xenon scintillation in the presence of additives, for conditions of practical relevance in gaseous detectors, are scarce. Apparently a turning point was the realization by Policarpo, Conde and Alves, very early on, that a sizeable increase of the electron drift velocity was hardly compatible with maintaining a high light yield, except perhaps for nitrogen admixtures [84]. If interpreting the observed light yield drop at constant field as dominated by light quenching alone, a quenching factor \( P_Q \approx 0.5 \) was obtained then for \( \text{N}_2 \) concentrations around 2%. The theoretical value under the triplet dominance model, and taking the 2-body quenching rate from [59] (\( K_2 = 0.47 \text{ ns}^{-1} \) at 1bar) is remarkably close, 2.1%. A much stronger (and not understood) quenching effect was observed later by Takahashi et al. in [68] and so in this way one of the best additive candidates (to that date) seems to finally have dropped. The scintillation quenching measured in Ar-CH\(_4\) and Ar-CO\(_2\) by the same group was on the other hand shown to be fully compatible with TDM, while Ar-N\(_2\) displayed a strong re-emission in the 300nm region [85], thereby requiring a different theoretical framework. As confirmed by present work, the \( \times 50 \) higher quenching power observed for CO\(_2\) in Ar relative to Xe can be now linked directly to the ratio of the triplet lifetimes (3200/100), with quenching rate itself amounting to the remaining factor of \( \approx 2 \).

Although high concentrations of CF\(_4\) will eventually increase dissociative attachment to unbearable levels for any counter relying on secondary scintillation, the Berna group recently suggested in a series of works the possibility of using CF\(_4\) as an additive in order to keep the primary scintillation and some compatibility with a charge amplification device [86,87]. They reported ‘no degradation of the primary scintillation’ for a Xe/CF\(_4\) (98/2) admixture at 3bar, that is again compatible with TDM, since the scintillation from the triplet state would be quenched down by just 5% in those conditions (\( K = 0.0074 \text{ ns}^{-1} \) at 1bar).

Measurements for the primary scintillation of xenon in the presence of CH\(_4\) were performed by Pushkin under \( \alpha \)-particles at around 26bar in [88] but, showing a sizeable contribution from recombination light, they do not allow for a direct comparison. The CH\(_4\) case will be discussed in detail in an ongoing publication where new data will be presented.

At last, although indirectly, some light emission characteristics can be inferred from gain data in gaseous detectors through the so-called ‘feedback parameter’ \( \beta \). A quantitative description of this situation is indeed one of the missing pieces in the modelling and design of modern gaseous detectors. The \( \beta \) parameter has been recently obtained in a number of Ar-mixtures through a full simulation including Penning transfer rates in [89,90]. Under the assumption that \( \beta \) is driven by photoelectric effect (either at the cathode or in the gas), it can be expressed as:

\[
\beta = \int N_{\text{ex}}(E) \cdot P_{\text{scin}} \cdot \frac{d^2P}{d\lambda d\Omega}(\lambda, \Omega) \cdot T(\lambda, \Omega) \cdot QE(\lambda) d\lambda d\Omega \quad (16)
\]

where \( \frac{d^2P}{d\lambda d\Omega} \) is the scintillation probability distribution, \( T \) is the medium transparency, \( QE \) the photoelectric effect efficiency, and other magnitudes have been already defined. We have kept in eq. 16 the main dependencies and so \( P_{\text{scin}} \) is assumed to be field-independent, as observed in this work. Inspection of eq. 16 shows that, upon variations of the concentration of quencher and if no re-emission is present, only i) the number of excited states, ii) the probability of scintillation and iii) the medium transparency can play a role in the maximum gain that can be achieved in a gaseous detector before photon feedback hampers operation. According to TDM, a \( \beta \sim 1/\tau_Kf \) dependence would be expected if quenching would be the most important process, and this is precisely what has been observed for gaseous detectors filled with argon in combination with CH\(_4\), C\(_3\)H\(_8\) or C\(_2\)H\(_2\) in [90].

7. Conclusions

We have introduced a fully-microscopic electron transport model that can compute in detail both the time and wavelength spectra of the scintillation produced in xenon-based optical time projection chambers at typical operating conditions (\( \lambda = [100-1500] \text{ nm} \)). The model has been compared with time distributions measured for the xenon 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) continuum in the pressure range 0.1-10bar, showing good agreement. The primary scintillation yields obtained in the absence of charge recombination correspond to \( W_{\text{sc}} = 40\text{eV (VUV)} \) and \( W_{\text{sc}} = 86\text{eV (IR)} \). Moreover, the simulation framework reproduces as well the measured scintillation in Xe-CO\(_2\) and Xe-CF\(_4\) mixtures, pointing to a dominant role of the xenon triplet-state in the scintillation process (TDM). This allows for instance to understand why CO\(_2\) quenches argon scintillation 50 times more strongly than xenon one, a fact with obvious implications for the design of future optical TPCs.

Within the experimental systematics available, the scintillation model displays ambiguities related to plausi ble choices of the atomic and excimer pathways, that lead to high pressure extrapolations varying in the range \( \times [1/2.5, 1] \) for the concentrations of interest in future high pressure xenon experiments (\( \sim 10\text{bar} \)). Most remarkably, it was not possible to conclude unambiguously from the available data on the presence of termolecular reactions of the type Xe\(^*\)+Xe+M, for which existing information is very scarce and has not been replicated yet. A satisfactory description of the data could be achieved if such a mechanism would be simply ignored.

Additional support to the manifestation of the triplet dominance model (TDM) in earlier gaseous detectors’ data when operated in Ar and Xe-based mixtures was provided.
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Appendix A. Main rate constants for Xe/CO$_2$ mixtures

The absolute 2-body ($K_2$) and 3-body ($K_3$) reaction rates in pure xenon are given in table A.1 at a pressure of 1bar (and $T = 20^\circ$C), assuming a perfect gas. The sum of all transition coefficients from state $i$ to $j$ ($\sum_j A_{ij}$) is also given, together with the energy relative to the ground level of atomic xenon, and the Racah and Paschen notations for each state. Table A.2 shows the state-to-state population probabilities after 2-body reactions in pure xenon, and table A.3 contains the parameters used for the VUV-emission pathway diagram plotted in Fig. A.3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state (Paschen) (^a)</th>
<th>state (Racah) (^b)</th>
<th>energy [eV]</th>
<th>(\sum_j A_{ij} \ [\text{ns}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(K_2@1\text{bar} \ [\text{ns}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(K_3@1\text{bar} \ [\text{ns}^{-1}])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s(_1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s(_5)</td>
<td>6s[3/2](_2)</td>
<td>8.315</td>
<td>2.33\times10^{-11}</td>
<td>4.94\times10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s(_3)</td>
<td>6s[1/2](_0)</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>2.33\times10^{-11}</td>
<td>4.94\times10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s(_2)</td>
<td>6s[1/2](_1)</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>2.33\times10^{-11}</td>
<td>4.94\times10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_{10})</td>
<td>6p[1/2](_1)</td>
<td>9.580</td>
<td>0.281/n(_H)</td>
<td>3.7802</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_9)</td>
<td>6p[5/2](_2)</td>
<td>9.686</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>2.7425</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_8)</td>
<td>6p[5/2](_3)</td>
<td>9.721</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>1.8036</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_7)</td>
<td>6p[3/2](_1)</td>
<td>9.789</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>4.3979</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_6)</td>
<td>6p[3/2](_2)</td>
<td>9.821</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>2.0062</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_5)</td>
<td>5d[1/2](_0)</td>
<td>9.890</td>
<td>4.36\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>9.7649</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_3)</td>
<td>5d[1/2](_1)</td>
<td>9.917</td>
<td>0.015/n(_H)</td>
<td>4.8328</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_5)</td>
<td>6p[1/2](_0)</td>
<td>9.933</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.1599</td>
<td>0.4273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_4)</td>
<td>5d[7/2](_1)</td>
<td>9.943</td>
<td>4.34\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.8676</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_3)</td>
<td>5d[3/2](_2)</td>
<td>9.959</td>
<td>8.16\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.8664</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_4)</td>
<td>5d[7/2](_3)</td>
<td>10.039</td>
<td>7.34\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.8510</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_1)</td>
<td>5d[5/2](_2)</td>
<td>10.157</td>
<td>1.21\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.8649</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_1)</td>
<td>5d[5/2](_3)</td>
<td>10.220</td>
<td>1.39\times10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.8639</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d(_2)</td>
<td>5d[3/2](_1)</td>
<td>10.401</td>
<td>3.04\times10^{-3}/n(_H)</td>
<td>1.3637</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s(_5)</td>
<td>7s[3/2](_2)</td>
<td>10.562</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>4.9415</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s(_4)</td>
<td>7s[3/2](_1)</td>
<td>10.593</td>
<td>0.178/n(_H)</td>
<td>4.9415</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p(_{10-5})  (^c)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.902</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>12.6008</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_4)</td>
<td>6p[3/2](_1)</td>
<td>10.958</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>10.3277</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d(_{10-6,4,3})  (^d)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.971</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>5.9298</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d(_3)</td>
<td>6d[1/2](_1)</td>
<td>10.979</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>4.8426</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_3)</td>
<td>6p[3/2](_2)</td>
<td>11.055</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>11.6125</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_2)</td>
<td>6p[1/2](_2)</td>
<td>11.069</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>10.3277</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p(_1)</td>
<td>6p[1/2](_0)</td>
<td>11.141</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>10.4018</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d(_2)</td>
<td>6d[3/2](_1)</td>
<td>11.163</td>
<td>0.716/n(_H)</td>
<td>4.8674</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1

Xenon atomic states in Paschen’s and Racah’s notation. The parameters shown are the sum of all radiative transition coefficients \(\tau_i^{-1} = \sum_j A_{ij}\), and the binary \(K_2\) and ternary \(K_3\) reaction rates evaluated at 1bar (\(T = 20^\circ\text{C}\), perfect gas assumed). For resonant states the number of absorption-emission cycles is indicated as \(n_H\). References are given in text.

\(^a\) Paschen notation: the excited states are indexed in sequential order as \(n' = n - N + l\), with \(n, l\) being the principal and orbital quantum numbers of the valence electron, respectively, and \(N\) is the principal quantum number of the electron in the ground state. Next, a letter \(\lambda\) labels the orbital quantum number of the valence electron, with a sequential sub-index \(i\) in inverse order of excitation energy. The shorthand expression for Paschen notation is \(n'\lambda_i\). Exceptions to the general numbering scheme are indicated through \(', ''\), etc.

\(^b\) Racah notation: the excited states are assimilated to a system formed by a core of electrons and a valence one (with well defined quantum numbers: \(j = l + s\), subindex \(c\) and \(v\) respectively). The shorthand expression for Racah notation is \(n\lambda[K] j\) where \(K\) results from the composition \(K = j_c + l_v, J\) is the total angular momentum \(J = j_c + j_v\), \(n\) is the principal quantum number of the valence electron and \(\lambda\) the letter associated to its orbital momentum. Sub-multiplets that appear highly separated in energy may be indicated with \(', ''\).

\(^c\) states from 3p\(_{10}\) to 3p\(_5\) are grouped, due to their proximity in energy.

\(^d\) states from 4d\(_{10}\) to 4d\(_6\) and 4d\(_4\), 4d\(_3\) are grouped, due to their proximity in energy.
State-to-state quenching probabilities of the first 10 xenon excited states after Leichner[91](1), Moutard[46](2), Alford[43](3) and Ku[40](4). The total rate constants are given in Table A.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>1s₁</th>
<th>1s₅</th>
<th>1s₄</th>
<th>1s₃</th>
<th>1s₂</th>
<th>2p₁₀</th>
<th>2p₀</th>
<th>2p₈</th>
<th>2p₇</th>
<th>2p₆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s₁</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s₅</td>
<td>1(1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s₄</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s₃</td>
<td>0.11(2,3)</td>
<td>0.89(2,3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01(2,3)</td>
<td>0.079(2,3)</td>
<td>0.247(3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.66(4)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₁₀</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.014(3)</td>
<td>0.116(3)</td>
<td>0.216(4)</td>
<td>0.654(4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₉</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3604(4)</td>
<td>0.1351(3)</td>
<td>0.405(4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.999(4)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₈</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.178(3)</td>
<td>0.110(3)</td>
<td>0.245(3)</td>
<td>0.466(3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₇</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.348(3)</td>
<td>0(2)</td>
<td>0.011(2)</td>
<td>0.067(2)</td>
<td>0.539(2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.034(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₆</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.234(3)</td>
<td>0.001(2)</td>
<td>0.001(2)</td>
<td>0.345(3)</td>
<td>0.259(3)</td>
<td>0.161(3)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2

Pathways determining the emission of the 1st and 2nd continuum in Xe/CO₂ mixtures after Moutard[46](1), Walhout[92](2), NIST[48](3), Velazco[59](4), Alekseev[64](5) and Wojciechowski[58](6). Rate constants (K) are evaluated at 1 bar (and T = 20°C) by assuming a perfect gas. For the molecular states the 2-body quenching rates are not known (3rd-4th columns) so the ones of the s₄ or s₅ states are used instead. The 3-body quenching rates for the 1s₄ and 1s₅ states in the presence of CO₂ are assumed to be identical (last two columns) and it is further assumed that this 3-body channel helps at stabilizing the Xe₂⁺ excimer formation, as argued by authors in [70] and [58]. For details on this assumption see text. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Sub-indexes labeling states refer to Hund’s case a and b notations.

a Hund’s case a notation: the axial projections of the angular momenta (along the internuclear axis) are good quantum numbers. The axial projection of the total angular momentum (Ω) is used as the subindex of a capital letter indicating the axial projection of the orbital momentum (L). The spin (s), and waveform symmetries (reflection P and inversion I) are included as additional super or sub-indexes). An additional prepended capital letter refers to the energy ordering of the state, in sequential order as N = X, A, B, C,.... In the absence of rotational degrees of freedom, the shorthand expression for Hund’s case a notation is NΩ_L.P.I.

b Hund’s case c notation: in the absence of rotational degrees of freedom only the axial projection of the total angular momentum (along the internuclear axis) is a good quantum number Ω. The waveform symmetries (reflection P and inversion I) are included as additional super and sub-indexes, respectively). An additional prepended capital letter refers to the energy ordering of the state, in sequential order as N = X, A, B, C,.... In the absence of rotational degrees of freedom, the shorthand expression for Hund’s case c notation is Ω_I.P.
Appendix B. Analytical approximation for VUV emission in xenon mixtures

The decay scheme shown in Fig. 6 admits a direct analytical solution, that has been given in text, as:

\[ P_{\text{scin,ss}} = \frac{P_{\text{pop,ss}} \cdot P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u}}{1 - P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u} \cdot P_{0_u\rightarrow \text{ss}}} \times \]

\[ (P_{\text{cool,0}} \cdot P_{\text{rad,}\Sigma} + P_{0_u\rightarrow \text{ss}} \cdot P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u} \cdot P_{\text{cool,1}} \cdot P_{\text{rad,}\Sigma}) \]  

\[ P_{\text{scin,ss}} = P_{\text{pop,ss}} \cdot P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u} \cdot P_{\text{cool,1}} \cdot P_{\text{rad,}\Sigma} \tag{B.2} \]

The corresponding terms can be expressed as follows. The population probabilities must be obtained from the full simulation, however a good approximation (that is followed in text) is:

\[ P_{\text{pop,ss}} \approx 0.5 \tag{B.3} \]

\[ P_{\text{pop,ss}} \approx 0.5 \tag{B.4} \]

The probabilities of excimer formation via 3-body reactions can be expressed as:

\[ P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u} = \frac{(1-f)^2 n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u} + r f n^2 K_{Q,\text{ss}}(M)}{(1-f)^2 n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u} + r f n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow o_u}(M) + f n K_{Q,\text{ss}}(M)} \tag{B.5} \]

\[ P_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u} = \frac{(1-f)^2 n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u} + r f n^2 K_{Q,\text{ss}}(M)}{(1-f)^2 n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u} + r f n^2 K_{\text{ss}\rightarrow 1_u}(M) + f n K_{Q,\text{ss}}(M)} \tag{B.6} \]

where \( f \) is the additive concentration, \( n = P/P_o \) the pressure relative to \( P_o \) = 1 bar and \( r \) indicates the fraction of 3-body reactions with the additive that contributes to excimer formation. Throughout the text it has been assumed \( r = 1 \). The rate constants are evaluated at 1 bar, the temperature is assumed constant and the mixture is assumed to behave like a perfect gas.

The cooling probabilities can be expressed as:

\[ P_{\text{cool,0}} = \frac{(1-f)n K_{\text{cool,0}}}{K_{\text{0,\text{total}}}} \tag{B.7} \]

\[ P_{\text{cool,1}} = \frac{(1-f)n K_{\text{cool,1}}}{K_{\text{1,\text{total}}}} \tag{B.8} \]

with:

\[ K_{\text{0,\text{total}}} = (1-f)n K_{\text{cool,0}} + (1-f)n K_{\text{0,ss}} + ... \tag{B.10} \]

\[ K_{\text{1,\text{total}}} = (1-f)n K_{\text{cool,1}} + f n K_{Q,\text{0,ss}}(M) + 1/\tau_0 \tag{B.11} \]

The dissociative probabilities of the \( 0_u \) state are:

\[ P_{0_u\rightarrow ss} = \frac{(1-f)n K_{0_u\rightarrow ss}}{K_{\text{0,\text{total}}}} \tag{B.12} \]

\[ P_{0_u\rightarrow ss} = \frac{(1-f)n K_{0_u\rightarrow ss}}{K_{\text{0,\text{total}}}} \tag{B.13} \]

and finally the radiative probabilities for the singlet and triplet state are standard quenching relations:

\[ P_{\text{rad,}\Sigma} = \frac{1}{1/\tau_\Sigma + f n K_{Q,\Sigma}} \tag{B.14} \]

\[ P_{\text{rad,}\Sigma} = \frac{1}{1/\tau_\Sigma + f n K_{Q,\Sigma}} \tag{B.15} \]

Evaluation of these formulas for the values tabulated in A.3 can be found in Fig. 15.

Appendix C. Relation between attachment coefficient and light fluctuations

In the limit of small attachment (\( \eta \)) the distribution function of the light yield (\( Y \)) for an individual electron crossing a gas gap (\( g \)) can be approximated by:

\[ \frac{dN}{dY} = \eta g \left[ \Theta(Y) - \Theta(Y - Y_o) \right] + (1 - \eta g) \delta(Y - Y_o) \tag{C.1} \]

The first term represents the probability that the electron is attached during its transit through the gap, and the second one the probability that it reaches the anode. The latter has a certain natural width but, as discussed in text, it is too small to become important and can be approximated by a \( \delta \) function. The yield in absence of attachment is expressed as \( Y_o \) and \( \Theta \) is the step function. Realizing that the scintillation probability distribution in the presence of a mild attachment can be expressed as Eq. C.1 is all that is needed to derive two useful relations. The mean value can be written as:

\[ \bar{Y} = \int_o^\infty \frac{dN}{dY} YdY = \eta g \int_o^{Y_o} \frac{Y}{Y_o} YdY + (1 - \eta g)Y_o \tag{C.2} \]

\[ \bar{Y} = (1 - \frac{1}{2} \eta g)Y_o \tag{C.3} \]

The variance:

\[ \sigma_Y^2 = \int_o^\infty \frac{dN}{dY} (Y - \bar{Y})^2 dY = \eta g \int_o^{Y_o} \frac{Y - \bar{Y}^2}{Y_o} dY + ... \tag{C.4} \]

\[ (1 - \eta g)(Y_o - \bar{Y})^2 \tag{C.5} \]

After some algebra, the \( Q \)-factor can be written as:

\[ Q = \frac{\sigma_Y^2}{\bar{Y}^2} = \frac{1}{1 - \frac{1}{2} \eta g} \left[ \frac{1}{24} (\eta g)^4 + ... \right] \tag{C.6} \]

\[ \frac{1}{3} (\eta g)(1 - \frac{1}{2} \eta g)^3 + \frac{1}{4} (\eta g)^2 - \frac{1}{4} (\eta g)^3 \] = \tag{C.7} \]

\[ \frac{1}{3} \eta g + O((\eta g)^2) \tag{C.8} \]

that is the result used in text.

\[ ^{11} \text{Throughout the text we have referred to } Y \text{ as the ‘optical gain’ } Y \equiv m_y \]